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Crafts and Dutch Postmodernismɉ

Anti-technological avant-garde design in the 19th and late 20th century:Arts and
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When – and why – modernism became

is more to them. The student rallies and

of the global ecological balance as outlined

old fashioned

protests in France and Italy, but also in

LQWKHÀUVWUHSRUWRIWKH&OXERI5RPHDQGWR

The intellectual and cultural climate in the

*HUPDQ\ DQG WKH 1HWKHUODQGV DW FHUWDLQ

debating about adapted – read: simplified,

1970s was in sharp contrast with that of

universities in the US and almost all

‘low’ - technology for the Third World. On

the 60s. In the sixties, the ideals of "making

universities in South-America were rooted

the other hand there were the massive,

the world a better place" had flourished in

in a long-standing tradition of intellectually

non-violent rallies against the American

virtually each and every aspect of society,

WLQWHG DIÀQLW\ ZLWK OHIWZLQJ UDGLFDO WKHRULHV

role in the Vietnam war, against nuclear

and the realization of this future paradise on

As modern technology is anathema to

energy and, a few years later, against the

earth was, so it was generally thought, going

the ideals of anarchism and the student

installation of American cruise missiles in

to be made possible only by one dominating

revolts were inspired by anarchist ideals, it

Europe. Last but not least, there were small

force: modern technology. However, after

goes without saying that these rallies were

but, seen from a cultural perspective, rather

1970 the Western world was increasingly

inspired by, and inspired in turn, strong

influential groups of predominantly French

prey to doubt, despair and often completely

feelings against modernism and technology.

and Italian intellectuals who claimed to be

irrational and violent protest rallies, aimed

Yet, it would be wrong to attribute these

0DRLVWV)RUWKHVHJURXSV&KDLUPDQ0DR

against modern - especially large scale -

sentiments of antimodernism and the

served as the impersonation of the ‘New

technology.

suddenly manifest distrust of modern

Man’, precursor of an equally `New World'.

The precursors of this "culture change" had

WHFKQRORJ\VROHO\WRWKHLGHRORJLFDOFRQÁLFWV

Needless to say, in these circles even mildy

been witnessed in the second half of the

at universities. On the one hand there were

critical comments on the consequences

sixties. The protests at several European

respectable lobbies from the political and

RI WKH &XOWXUDO 5HYROXWLRQ LQ &KLQD DQG

universities from May 1968 onwards can

scientific establishment, aimed at "fine-

the collective re-education of the people

be seen as a suddenly emerged resistance

tuning" the course of the modernisation

RI &DPERGLD XQGHU 3RO 3RW ZHUH EOXQWO\

against the authoritarian and outdated

process. They limited themselves to showing

GHQRXQFHG DV LPSHULDOLVW OLHV >,16(57

nature of universities at that time, but there

an increasing concern about the degradation
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"élites" opened the door to highly irrational

flight, killing all astronauts on board. The

were shown in large pictures on the front

and extremely antitechnological attitudes.

disaster, so it turned out, was caused by

pages of American newspapers?

By and by, even the political establishment

the failure of a 5 dollarcent 0-ring. The fact

By themselves, these events would

was to a certain extent influenced by

that the project had cost hundreds, even

have sufficed to cause lots of people to

these radical groups, in the sense that

thousands of millions of dollars was crystal

start doubting the merits of modernism.

they at least also started wondering if a

clear, but what were the practical results?

3HUKDSV WKH JUHDWHVW GHFHSWLRQ KRZHYHU

technological Utopia was indeed feasible.

And how could the enormous cost of the

was that during the early seventies it

Thus, antimodernism in the Western world

project be tallied with the growing realisation

became increasingly clear that even the

reinforced itself.

WKDW WKH VR FDOOHG ´*UHDW 6RFLHW\µ WKH

most powerful, the most modern and the

ambitious social reforms program of the

richest nation on earth could not afford to

There were, however, other major factors

American government, was turning into

continue paying for these titanic combined

and events contributing to antimodernism

D WRWDO IDLOXUH" 3UHVLGHQW -RKQVRQ KDG

government efforts of space flight, large

in this era. First of all, there was the

launched parts of this program, among

s c a l e s o c i a l r e f o r m a n d w a r. D u e t o

FRPSOHWLRQRIWKHPRVWDPELWLRXVVSDFHÁLJKW

ZKLFK WKH ´:DU RQ 3RYHUW\µ LQ WKH PLG

tremendous overspending, within a few

SURMHFW HYHU WKH$SROOR 3URMHFW ZLWK WKH

sixties, adding extra pressure to a national

\HDUVWKHLQWHUQDWLRQDOÀQDQFLDOVWDWXVRIWKH

successful "splashdown" of the Apollo 17 in

budget already at risk from the Vietnam war

US changed from creditor to debtor nation.

December '72. In spite of NASA's adamant

and the ambitious space program. What

In December 1971 president Nixon had to

claims about the immense scientific

were American patriots to think of the total

apprise the nation of the fact that the value

importance of this project, many people

absence of military successes in South-

of the American dollar was no longer linked

experienced a certain degree of doubt. This

East Asia, where generals as a last resort

to the price of gold. The ensuing devaluation

reserved attitude was – to say the least

took recourse to defoliants and napalm

meant an abrupt ending to the international

– reinforced when in 1986 the American

bombings while the devastatingly horrible

monetary system that had been the bedrock

VSDFH VKXWWOH &KDOOHQJHU H[SORGHG LQ IXOO

consequences for Vietnamese villagers

of modern Western society: the Bretton
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Woods Agreements, regulating post-war

to create a crushing impression and to

who in the optimistic sixties had been lonely

international finance and establishing the

change the international political agenda

prophets, now suddenly found support for

International Monetary Fund.

permanently. The analysis was not seen as

their ideas from unexpected sympathisers.

a sacrosanct conclusion: in later years the
A totally unrelated factor causing a radical

econometric basis proved to be meagre,

In this political climate, ideas about

change in the way the role of technology

to say the least. It was the apocalyptic

desirable and undesirable forms of industrial

ZDV VHHQ SURYHG WR EH WKH ILUVW 5HSRUW RI

message itself that packed the punch.

production, energy, "special" technology for

WKH &OXE RI 5RPH FRQFHLYHG DQG GUDIWHG

According to the report, the world was at

the Third World and the desirability of a new

by Massachusetts Institute of Technology

the brink of an unprecedented, threefold

international economic order underwent

professors like Forrester and Meadows,

crisis. First, there was the menace of mass

an radical change. Also in this climate, an

SXEOLVKHGLQ>,//D E@0,7FDQ

destruction of human civilisation by nuclear,

RUJDQLVDWLRQOLNH*UHHQSHDFHWKDWKDGEHHQ

without a doubt be considered the Mecca

bacteriological and chemical weaponry.

operational since 1968, was suddenly given

of Western technological establishment,

Second, there was the catastrophic

ZRUOGZLGHQHZVFRYHUDJH>,//@

DQG WKH UHSRUW WLWOHG /LPLWV WR *URZWK

development of a growing rift in income

U n f o r t u n a t e l y, a s i d e e ff e c t o f t h e s e

was financed by one of the internationally

between a minority of ever richer countries

developments was that small, extremist

most prestigious group of intellectuals and

on the one, and a majority of poor lands on

groups in the Western world felt the need

SROLWLFLDQV WKH VR FDOOHG Ҋ&OXE RI 5RPHҋ 

the other hand. And finally there was the

to misuse this climate as an alibi to deploy

and written by the highest ranking scholars

menace of a ever faster world population

all available means in their rebellion against

of the MIT, in short: a group of people that

growth, that would manifest itself in acute

Western establishment. The decade of the

FRXOG PRVW GHÀQLWHO\ QRW EH FDOOHG D EXQFK

famine on a global scale, in worldwide

seventies would be characterised by city

of idealistic losers. The know-how of the

exhaustion of natural resources and in

guerrilla groups operating on a global scale:

DXWKRUVDQGWKHLUDIÀOLDWLRQZLWKWKLVIDPRXV

global poisoning of the environment. Early

WKH %ULJDWH 5RVVH LQ ,WDO\ WKH %DDGHU

technological university caused the report

FULWLFV RI PRGHUQLVP OLNH 9DQFH 3DFNDUG

0HLQKRI JURXS LQ :HVWHUQ *HUPDQ\ WKH
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-DSDQHVH 5HG $UP\ LQ $VLD DQG WKHLU

1960, modernism in architecture and its

countless successors. Once more, the

direct counterpart: functionalism in design,

alarming success of these groups and the

had been solely and solidly founded in the

panicked reaction patterns of the political

principles of large scale, modern technology.

establishment illustrated the vulnerability

Undermining these principles inevitably

of modern technological society, as was

meant undermining the most influential

also seen in the massive and ultimately

current to date in 20th century architecture

successful resistance of the Iranian people

and design. The first blows were dealt

DJDLQVW WKH 6KDK RI 3HUVLD LQ  7KH

LQ WKH ILHOG RI DUFKLWHFWXUH ZKHQ 5REHUW
Venturi published his Learning from Las

Shah had failed in his attempts to enforce
3:

an ultrafast modernisation of his country, not

9HJDV   WRJHWKHU ZLWK 'HQLVH 6FRWW
%URZQ DQG 6WHYHQ ,]HQRXU DQG &KDUOHV

sparing the rod in doing so and receiving
substantial support from the US for his

been opposed to the modern, "Western"-

-HQFNV ZURWH7KH ODQJXDJH RI SRVWPRGHUQ

efforts. After the Shah's flight to the West,

inspired life style that the Shah had tried to

DUFKLWHFWXUH   ZKLFK FRQWDLQV WKH

however, fundamentalist groups within islam

impose.

phrase that's possibly the most cited in all of
postmodern architecture critique: “…Modern

managed to establish a medievally tinted
theocracy within the blink of an eye. Thus,

Postmodernism and the undermining of

architecture died in St. Louis, Missouri on

it became clear that Western modernist

functionalism

-XO\DWSP«µ>,//D E@

ideology might not be as universally

The emergence of new, antitechnological

The assault on functionalism in design was

transferable or even desirable as had been

ideals and the undermining of modernism

initiated in Italy, more precisely in Milano

thought in the sixties: Iranian society was

that went hand in hand with it, had certain

– where two avant-garde studios gained

not against change per se, as was illustrated

consequences for the ruling ideas on

tremendous success shortly after having

by the ayatollahs' rapid success, but had

architecture and design. In the 1950s and

opened their doors: Alchimia, established by
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41b

41b/ࠀీዷᅭޔڦᅖ
ǄञຯԨǅ!Gvodujpobmjtu!
bsndibjs!)Hjtqfo*!
41c/ࢫ၄پዷᅭޔڦ
ᅖǄຯ༬ᅖ! ோ
ڻǅ! Qptunpefsojtu!
bsndibjs! )Qspvtu(t! dibjs!
Nfoejoj*

$OHVVDQGUR*XHUULHURLQDQG0HPSKLV

ǄGpsn! gpmmpxt! gvodujpoǅԥދݒ๕ںٟ

41c

งॆඖ༹ăࢫ၄ׂپీࠀڦႠܾڼ

41d

41e

could procure, postmodernists adopted a

functionalism to postmodernism; we shall do

purposefully élitist attitude: mass production

this by discussing the developments within

was forsworn and the idea was to produce

Dutch design in the last decade of the 20th

One does get the impression that the

exclusive, manually crafted products,

century.

principles of postmodern design were

manufactured in small numbers and sold for

 E\(WWRUH6RWWVDVV>,//@

initially mainly inspired by the dominance

outrageous prices to a well-to-do, artistically

Dutch postmodernism: Droog Design

41d/ࠀీዷᅭڦກॐ
ǄԹ૧ກॐ! ᅓॆǅ
Gvodujpobmjtu! cppl! dbtf!
)Cjmmz!Jlfb*

of functionalism, which was felt to impose

inclined clique of connoisseurs. The

Even before the Second World War Dutch

an irritating restriction. As a consequence,

functionality of a truly postmodern product

design was fully dominated by the Bauhaus

postmodernist design seemed to limit

was of secundary importance, which led to

principles of the later years. There were two

41e/ࢫ၄پዷᅭڦກॐ
Ǆ༬ුຯ! ਸ਼ܻܙກ
ॐǅ!Qptsnpefsojtu!cppl!
dbtf!)Tpuutbtt!Dbsmupo*

LWVHOI DW ÀUVW WR D WRWDO UHMHFWLRQ RI WKH ODUJH

the absurd situation that products had no

reasons why this influence was stronger

majority of functionalist design principles.

discernable function anymore: postmodern

in the Netherlands than elsewhere. First,

The abstract minimalism of Ulm was labeled

chairs tend to be unsuited as seats, and

a purely Dutch avant-garde art movement,

as "boring" and the taboo on decoration

postmodern bookshelves are not primarily

WKH VRFDOOHG 'H 6WLMO 7KH 6W\OH  ZLWK

that was part and parcel of it, was violated

PHDQWWRFRQWDLQERRNV>,//DEF

ILJXUHKHDGV OLNH 3LHW 0RQGULDQ DQG 7KHR

time and time again, sometimes with an

 G@ %XW DERYH DOO SRVWPRGHUQ GHVLJQ

van Doesburg, had left an unofficial – Van

almost sadistic alacrity. The functionalists'

UHIOHFWHG MXVW OLNH$UWV  &UDIWV KDG GRQH

Doesburg's repeated attempts to apply for

FHQWUDO SULQFLSOH RI ´)RUP IROORZV IXQFWLRQµ

in the 19th century, a vehement aversion to

a job as a lecturer at the Bauhaus had been

was ironically rephrased and replaced by

modern, large-scale technology.

VXFFHVVIXOO\ WKZDUWHG E\ *URSLXV ² EXW

WKH UDWKHU JUDWXLWRXV ´)RUP IROORZV IXQµ

even so, a highly important impression on

>,// @ $QG DIWHU WKH VHOISURFODLPHG

In the last part of this paper we shall

WKHGHVLJQSUDFWLFHVDWWKLVIDPRXV*HUPDQ

'democratic' nature of functionalist design,

describe how industrial design as

LQVWLWXWLRQ >,// D  E@ 6HFRQGO\ WKH

i.e. the attempt to create affordable

a discipline can be affected by the

VWUDLJKWOLQHG DQG VREHU %DXKDXVGHVLJQ ÀW

products of good quality that the masses

consequences of this change from

VHDPOHVVO\LQWRWKH&DOYLQLVWLFFXOWXUHRIWKH
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44ǅ
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Netherlands. Small wonder that the postwar legacy of the Bauhaus, the Hochschule
IU *HVWDOWXQJ LQ 8OP KDG D SURIRXQG
RQH PLJKW HYHQ VD\ D SDUDO\VLQJ LQÁXHQFH
on Dutch design philosophy in the 1950s
and 1960s. That is why a relatively long
period went by before postmodernism could
start taking root in Dutch soil. But once

42b

42c

postmodernism had established itself, Dutch
design experienced a wave of unparallelled

In the last decade of the 20th century the

platform was named Droog Design. [ILL.

international success.

entire course, previously wholly based on

@ ´'URRJµ LV 'XWFK IRU GU\µ D WRQJXHLQ

Ulm functionalism, was changed into an

cheek reference to the intended simplicity

The institutionalisation of postmodernism

orthodox postmodernist program. In 1999,

and humor in the products it promoted. [ILL.

in the Dutch design world happened along

when Edelkoort was elected president of the

D  E@ 1RWKZLWKVWDQGLQJ WKH FULWLFLVP

two separate but closely entwined lines.

Board, the college had gained international

one might like to utter at Droog Design's

The first development in this sense was

fame and its Dutch name was changed to

address – and in the next paragraphs we

a radical revolution in the curriculum of

the more internationally oriented Design

shall maintain that there is ample room

the most important non-academic design

$FDGHP\>,//@

for criticism – no-one can deny that this

college in the Netherlands, the Academie

A second milestone was the establishment

very movement was the main contributor

voor Industriële Vormgeving (Academy for

of a platform for young, talented designers

to the great international success of Dutch

,QGXVWULDO 'HVLJQ  LQ (LQGKRYHQ LQLWLDWHG

LQ  E\ DQ RWKHU OHFWXUHU DW WKLV VDPH

design of the past twenty years. Never

by one of the lecturers: design guru and

'HVLJQ $FDGHP\ GHVLJQHU *LMV %DNNHU

before have Dutch designers received such

WUHQG ZDWFKHU /LGHZLM (GHONRRUW >,// @

DQG GHVLJQ FULWLF 5HQQ\ 5DPDNHUV 7KH

lavish international praise and acclaim, and

42b/߭ޅಋޔڦ
ᅖǄ༬ྼࢤ !ڤઢ
ᅖǅEf! Tujkm! bsndibjs!
)Sjfuwfme!sfe!cmvf!dibjs*
42c/Ԉࡸຯڦยऺ
ǄԵڥĄુ! ᄩદǅ!
Cbvibvt! )Qfufs! Lfmfs!
Dsbemf*
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never have Dutch design colleges attracted

place with the advent of postmodernism. As

to this slow but certain change in taught

so many students. Virtually all successful

stated before, postmodernism was strongly

design philosophy, as long as one bears in

designers starting their career at Droog

antimodernist and it indeed seriously

mind the fact that Droog Design was, and

Design's studio, had been recruited amongst

undermined functionalism, the then

is, an important innovative current, featuring

students of the Design Academy.

universally accepted foundation of product

artisanal, small-scale product development,

On the other hand – and that is the

design. The ensuing boom of conceptual

strongly rooted in the tradition of artisinal

drawback of Droog Design's overwhelming

design in the eighties and nineties is in our

crafts.

success-: never before has an avant-

view the main reason for the vagueness and

On the other hand, Droog Design had and

garde design movement caused so much

ambiguities surrounding the fundamental

has nothing to do with the technological

vagueness and confusion about quality

principles of product design as a discipline

innovations that are, as we speak, causing

criteria in design and about the very

that characterises the design discourse

a revolution in the realm of the production

foundations of the discipline itself.

since the last quarter of the 20th century,

techniques of mass produced consumer

and that lasts in fact until today.

goods surrounding us. A first glance will
prove this viewpoint: a single look at lamps,

The other side of the coin: vagueness
in foundations of product design

The enormous success of the Design

IXUQLWXUH ÁRZHU YDVHV DQG RWKHU GHFRUDWLYH

What are the grass roots of this paradox?

Academy and Droog Design contributed to

objects will suffice to conclude that the

We maintain that it had to do with the fact

the fact that postmodernist ideas exerted

product assortiment that Droog Design

that exactly at the apogee of the successful

considerable influence on the curricula of

is offering, is literally the same as what

alliance between design and industry

other art academies offering some type of

PDGHWKH$UWVDQG&UDIWVPRYHPHQWVXFKD

(approximately the 60s and early 70s of

design training. Each and every academy

success in the late nineteenth century. [ILL.

WKH WZHQWLHWK FHQWXU\  IRVWHUHG E\ Ҋ8OP

gradually veered more and more towards

 D  E@$QG RQFH DJDLQ MXVW OLNH ZKDW

ian’ functionalism, a complete turnaround

the Droog viewpoints, becoming ever

KDSSHQHQG ZLWK WKH$UWV  &UDIWV SURGXFWV

in the dominant design philosophy took

"dryer". Of course, there is no objection

a century before, the inevitably exorbitant
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Ԩวڦएإฉᆅഐසُኮڦܠఇࢵᇑ

ԲডఇࢵǈܸยऺڦԨዊ༬ኙᄺփൣည

Espph! Eftjho ༵ࠃׂڦዖૌᅜຫ

ंၫǈኄᄺ Espph! Eftjho ڦࠀׯٷ

ڦዷᄲᇱᅺă

ࢅ 2: ๘ ु ᅝ ຍ ᇑ  ߾ ᅝ ሏ  ྜ ڦ ۯඇ ၎

үᅺऊ࿒ยऺბᇾࢅ Espph! Eftjho

ཞăǄ 47bĂ47cĂ47dǅኟසᅃ߲๘ु

ڦࠀׯٷዂ๑ࢫ၄پዷᅭາၙܔഄ

മڦᅝຍᇑ߾ᅝሏׂڦۯǈ்ڦ

ᅝຍᇾၯڦยऺੜิׂײକศਗ਼ڦᆖၚă

ׂምᅃْփՆ௨ںॏ߭ആߛĂᆯณ

ኄ ዖ ᝩ  ߵ ڦ ݒᇸ ሞ న Ǜ  ் ණ

ᅃ߲ยऺბᇾۼደॷገၠକ E s p p h ڦ

ຕට႐ںᅜ߾ፕǈኄ๑ ڥE s p p h

ྺǈᇱᅺሞᇀടࡻሞܻఛბಋጪᄢڦ

૬ׇǈՎڥሁઠሁĐ०ڇđăړǈኻᄲ

ׂڦኻీၨྫၭࡀఇڦĂ߲Ⴀࣅڦၭ

ยऺᇑ߾ᄽࠀׯࢇڦፌߛۅǄٷሀ

்ӣኄᄣᅃ߲๚ํǖE s p p h! E f t j h o

ዚඖ༹ă

71   ࢅ پ81   پǅǈ ໜ ጣ ࢫ ၄  پዷ ᅭ

ሼঢ়ժ၄ሞᅈᅃ߲ዘᄲظڦႎ

ُǈ்ܔᆈࡔ 2: ๘ुᅝຍᇑ

ڟڦઠǈዷୁยऺቾბ݀ิକᅃڹןׇ

າחǈኲߵᇀ߾ᅝدཥڦᅝຍࣅ

߾ᅝሏڦۯችዔዷᅭᇑ Espph! Eftjho ܔ

ڦገՎă৽ၟമ௬ڦڟǈࢫ၄پዷᅭ

ڦĂၭࡀఇׂڦਸ݀ǈఫǈ৽փࣷ

ยऺڦٷᆖၚ૰Ǆཞᄣችዔዷᅭڦǅ

ഽଜݒڦ၄پዷᅭǈํाฉჹዘں

ܔݒኄዖ࣐ڍඓڦยऺঞბڦ

ኮ क़  ႜ  ڦԲ ড ए Ԩ ྜ ׯă ኵ   ڥණǈ

೦࣋କԨᆌፕྺᅃൎׂยऺኮएڦإ

Վࣅă

Espph ๑ׂยऺܔ߾ᅝدཥڦीٳ

ݒ௬ă

ᆘԼڦଷᅃ௬ǖׂยऺएڦإఇࢵႠ

ࠀ ీ ዷ ᅭ ᇱ ሶǈ ܸ ໜ ࢫ 31 ๘ ु ӗ ৵ ๆ

ଷᅃݛ௬ǈEspph! Eftjho ᇑᆅ݀ٷ

ڟକᅃ߲ႎ֫ڦ௬ǈڍཞ้ᄺेٷକׂ

߁پยऺݏڦඵǈᄺྺׯକׂย

಼ ଉ ࣅ ฆ  ิ ׂ  ڦर ຍ  ظႎ ࡹ  ࠲ ă

ᄽহᇑბᇾኮक़ࠏࢠڦăሞኄ߲ᅪᅭฉǈ

ऺ ፕ ྺ ᅃ ோ ბ ǈ ሞ 31 ๘ ु  ڦፌ ࢫ 36

ኻ ᄲ ੂ ੂ  ் ย ऺ  ڨ ڦਏĂ ॆ ਏĂ ࢾ

৽ၟࡗඁڦᅝຍᇑ߾ᅝሏۯӳᄇڦ

Ǆ ฯ    ৃ ڟཀ ǅǈ ഄ ए Ԩ ᇱ ሶ ᅃ 

 ࢅ ഄ   ڦጎ    ৽ ፁ ᅜ   ڥ ஃǖ

ঙ  ᅃ ᄣǈ ߁  ย ऺ  ୁ ݘ ࠽ ڦႜ ࢅ ၟ
45b/Espph! Eftjho! ظڦ
ॺኁञຯĄәਖ਼ࢅ
Ąઙਖ਼! Gpvoefst! pg!
Espph!Eftjho!Hjkt!Cbllfs!
'!Sfooz!Sbnblfst!
45c/Espph!Eftjho
46b/Espph! EftjhoǄ༬
Ąૃ! ᅊࡋ! 2::2ǅ!
)Ufkp! Sfnz! Diftu! pg!
Esbxfst!2::2*

prices of these pieces, handmade in small
numbers, make Droog- products available

46c/Espph! EftjhoǄ༬
Ąૃ! రڨǅ!
)Ufkp! Sfnz! njml! cpuumf!
mbnq*

only to a small and exclusive circle of
connoisseurs.
Thus, the comparison between the English
nineteenth century eclecticism of the
$UWV DQG &UDIWV PRYHPHQW DQG WKH KXJH
LQÁXHQFH RI HTXDOO\ HFOHFWLF 'URRJ 'HVLJQ
on design academies is complete. Droog's
influence does admittedly take those
aspects of product design that are rooted
in craftmanship to the next level, but at the
45b

same time it causes an ever increasing
chasm between the know how that large
scale production companies expect from an
industrial designer and the curriculum taught
at the academies. In that sense the gigantic
popularity of conceptual design in general
DQGWKHLQÁXHQFHRIDPRYHPHQWOLNH'URRJ
Design in particular are, just like the role
RI$UWV  &UDIWV LQ WKH SDVW LQ IDFW QRWKLQJ
EXW $ *UHDW ,QKLELWLRQ WR WKH QHFHVVDU\
modernisation of design education.

45c

46b

46c
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Espph!Eftjho ኄᄣڦยऺሏڦۯٷᆖၚ

ࢁનǈܸሞኝ߲ဇݛ๘হڦᅝຍᇾၯ

ऺੜ݀ײቛഐླྀۯፕᆩڦᅺኮᅃǈڍ

૰ํाฉኻփࡗยऺঞᇣ၄ࣅپײ

 ڦย ऺ ੜ  ײዐ ൽ  ڥକ ዷ  ڞႠ  ڦᆖ ၚ ૰ă

ݛ๕ඐྜඇփཞăࢫ၄پዷᅭڦएԨ

ዐڦĐᅃٷፆҹđă

ܸǈሞरຍᇾၯዐڦ൧ඐᆶփཞǈ

༬ኙዊᅑĊĊĐሹᄣۼᅜđࢫ၄

ሞఫࢫ၄پዷᅭํाฉᄺ߾ܔᄽย

 پዷ ᅭ ኁ  ڦ੨ ཀྵ ᬌǈ ස ᄋ ܱ ၄  پर ຍĂ

31 ๘ुǈࢫ၄پዷᅭາၙփৈሞ

࣮߭ݓஆೄຯᅜമۅ࠵ڦǈनॽยऺ
༵ืྺగႚ๕ํڦᆩႠĐكᅝຍđăܸኄ
ၵ༬ኙዂ๑ࢫ၄پዷᅭາၙ݆ԥኝࢇ
ڟरຍᇾၯڦยऺੜײኮዐăࢫ၄پዷ
ᅭၧںยऺࣆᇕݛڦ๕೨๑ഄ
ܔยऺ࿄ઠ࠲ዘᄲࣆڦ༶ཽڟԝৠ
ኮዐăሞࢫ၄پዷᅭසනዐཀپ้ڦǈ
Đर
ຍڼڦෙْષחđټઠڦरຍटںٷ
߀Վକ்ิڦ٪࣍ৣăڍǈᆯᇀࢫ
၄پዷᅭڦ٪ሞǈܠ࿚༶்ۼ݆
༪ஃǈᄺ৽ຫ்݆ॽ၎࠲ڦरຍ
ኝࢇڟยऺํ७ړዐă्සփᆅ༬՚
ڦĂ༬ۨ߀ڦՎǈ૩සᆅĐჄႠ

47b

47b/Espph!EftjhoǄ༬
Ąૃ!೦քᅖǅ!Espph!
Eftjho! )Ufkp! Sfnz! sbh!
dibjs*
47c/Espph!EftjhoǄகၶ
ܻĄྤڤຯ! ٶᅖǅ
Espph! Eftjho! )Nbsdfm!
Xboefst!lopuufe!dibjs*

47c

issues concerning the future of design to the

This realisation carries certain implications.

Thus, by the end of the 20th century

background.

The current technological development is

postmodernist ideas had gained a

This means that one question remained

mainly fed by ultrafast developments in the

dominant influence on design curricula in

unanswered, namely how the technology

UHDOPV RI HOHFWURQLFV DUWLILFLDO PDQ PDGH 

art academies, not just in the Netherlands

of the ‘third technological wave’

materials, construction techniques and, last

but elsewhere in the Western world, too.

(miniaturisation, electronics, bio- and gene

but not least, bio- and gene technology. It is

However, the situation was different at

WHFKQRORJ\  WKDW ZDV GUDVWLFDOO\ FKDQJLQJ

more than obvious that these developments

technical universities, where postmodernism

our living environment during the very

are changing both the products we use and

was indeed also one of the factors

heyday of postmodernism, should be

their production methods to the point where

contributing to the development in

incorporated into design practice. Apart

products and methods are rapidly becoming

curricula of industrial design, but here in a

from some odd, rather ad hoc adaptations,

unrecognisable. In turn, this will lead to a

completely different way. The fundamentally

for instance the introduction of `sustainable

revolutionary change with respect to product

questioning character of postmodernism –

design', design education at technical

design requirements. There can't be the

"anything goes" is a favorite saying among

universities continued to be based on the

slightest doubt that existing design schools will

postmodernists –, the aversion to modern

technical-scientific foundations of Ulm-ian

only be able to develop the required revolution

WHFKQRORJ\ DQG WKH UHWXUQ WR SUH*URSLDQ

functionalism. This meant that academic

within design philosophy and establish the

viewpoints, i.e. the elevation of design to

training in industrial design in the early

necessary curricula in close collaboration

some form of applied ‘fine art’, led to a

21st century was based on technological

with the disciplines mentioned above in which

situation where postmodernism could in

principles of, by that time, nearly half a

these technological breakthroughs are actually

no way be integrated in design curricula

century ago!

happening and with those branches of industry

at technical universities. The vociferous

that are experimenting with the practical

way postmodernism dominated design

Epilogue: A plea for a more

application of new technologies. However,

discourse in general, forced other crucial

technological attitude in design

if for the time being we limit ourselves to
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ፕڦੜײĊĊኄၵბዐरຍ೦ኟሞ

ڦඪခ৽ॽ၌ሞ݀ၜణڦ

ܻఛీࠀڦዷᅭरຍ . ბྺ݆ݛए
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߳ዖ߳ᄣڦՎ༹ǈܸኄዖĐ०ظڦڇႎđ

إăኄᅪ࿆ጣ 32 ๘ु߾ڦᄽยऺዐڦბ

ோൎࢇፕăܸǈ्ස்ሡ้ӝጲ

ྸڦᅃมࣷᅪᅭǈᄺኻፔᅃၵට

ຍჟଁኻీᅜᅃ߲ӷ๘ुኮമڦยऺᇱ

म၌ሞ்ࡔॆǄࢁનǅፌৎڦरຍ

ڨڦቸǈईኁྺഄڦႈኮጎӳႎ

ሶྺएإă

݀ቛኮዐǈఫฉ௬ຫڦՎࣅሞৎ

࠵ྔڦă

ాॽవ၄ă

ᇕǖܔยऺ֑ൽᅃዖ߸ྺरຍႠۅ࠵ڦ

ሞణമڦยऺᇾၯዐǈ्සยऺბ

ኄዖණ๎ࣷټઠᅃၵഔ๖ăړമर

သࢅยऺჟଁփీॽڦپړरຍ߫ంభ

ຍ  ݀ ڦቛ ዷ ᄲ ઠ ጲ ᇀ  ۉጱĂ ට ߾  ଙĂ

ੜײǈߛरׂڦยऺॽࣷԥ

߾ײऐႁᅜतิएᅺरຍڦटٷྊ

ഄბথ࠶ăํाฉǈ்ᅙঢ়ਸ๔

ቛă၂ǈኄၵ݀ቛኟሞ߀Վ்

ੂڟኄዖՎദڼڦᅃօǖ૩සǈሞऺ໙

๑ᆩׂڦࢅิ்ׂ݆ݛڦǈᅜᇀ

ऐॲ݀ቛĂྲظຍĂభरຍํڦ

K/X/ڤਖ਼ǈࢁન༬࿒༬ٷბยऺ๏ბঞ

ׂ  ࢅ    ݆ ݛՎ  ڥᇑ ࡗ ඁ  ٷփ ၎ ཞă

७ᆌᆩڪଶᇘǈยऺۼுᆶӳᄇ၂ዸ

ǈĖጎėሗኾ༬ሀጉߡටǈሼᇀ3119

ᅃօǈኄၵॽྺׂยऺᄲ൱ټઠ߫

ڦঙăኄၵႎଶᇘڦ༬ኙݧ݀ቛǈ

ᆌᄥሞൣࣀٷბெຍბᇾਉӸბຍፗă

ంႠՎࣅăᅑǈ၄ሞڦยऺბၯኻీ

ཀۼሞ๑்ዜሦڦዊ๘হ݀ิጣ

கଠĄݐĄྼܻ෧ሼइหঢ়႐ბຬ

ሞยऺቾბዐ݀ቛຩࢭᄲ൱߫ڦంႠՎ

߫ంႠڦՎࣅă

๗ბ࿋ǈ၄ྺࢁનH b s n j o h f܀૬ბኁࢅጲ

ࣅǈॺ૬ᇑ்ฉ௬༵ڦڟბൎࢇ

्සኄዖ൵Ⴤူඁǈׂยऺ

ፕኁ०ǖ

ᆯጉߡටă

47d/Espph!EftjhoǄகၶ
ܻĄྤڤຯ! ૅີᅖǅ
Espph! Eftjho! )Nbsdfm!
Xboefst!mbdf!dibjs*

the recent design developments in our own
country, the Netherlands, it looks as if there is
very little chance of this happening in the near
future.
If design studies and training, at the
existing design academies and technical
universities alike, will not somehow manage
to incorporate the current technological
revolution in their curricula, the designing
of high tech objects will very soon be taken

47d

over by other disciplines. In fact we have
DOUHDG\ VWDUWHG ZLWQHVVLQJ VRPH ÀUVW VWHSV

the invention of an umpteenth variation

of this shift: industrial designers do not play

on an age-old theme with, for sole social

a noteworthy role in, for instance, computer

relevance, the fact that the "happy few" will

software development, minimal invasive

from time to time be treated to the sight of

surgery and practical implications of nano

a new, utterly charming lampshade or other

technology, to name a few fields that are

trivia.

material world that surrounds us.

K/X/! Esvllfs! jt! qspgfttps! pg! eftjho!
ijtupsz! bu! uif! Vojwfstjuz! pg! Uxfouf! )Uif!
Ofuifsmboet*/! Gpmmpxjoh! b! hvftu! mfduvsf!
bu! Utjohivb! Vojwfstjuz! jo! 3119-! if! xbt!
jowjufe! up! dpousjcvuf! up! [IVBOHTIJ!

characterised by ultrafast changes, and
that are revolutionizing from day to day the

Bvuipst(!Jogp

*****

nbhb{jof/
Nbskpmfjo! wbo! Wfm{fo! ipmet! bo! NTd! jo!
ofvspqtzdipmphz! boe! jt! bo! joefqfoefoumz!

If this trend continues, the product

xpsljoh! tdipmbs! boe! xsjufs! bu! Hbsnjohf!

designer's task will soon be limited to

)Uif!Ofuifsmboet*/!

